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Section 1 Conference Life
Conference Origins and the Role of the Conference President.
Conference Members
Conference members are those who are desirous of living their Catholic faith, or are
committed to the ethos, mission, aims and objects of the Society, and who seek to live out
their faith and commitment in action through the spirit of Christian charity.
They do this by loving and serving their neighbour in need and participating effectively in
Conference meetings, formation programs and charitable activities of the Society.
Conference members are registered by a procedure established by the relevant State or
Territory Council. The Rule, Article 1, Part III, p.55

Conference Foundations
Who would have thought in April of 1833, when the seven friends gathered together to
formalise the first Conference of Charity, that today we would have a worldwide
organisation of people seeking to deepen their faith through service to people in need?
The first Conference evolved from a debating forum entitled the Conference of History
taking on the challenge to put their faith into action.
The first meeting was held at 38 Rue de Saint-Sulpice, Paris, on Tuesday 23 April
1833, at eight o'clock in the evening. The seven men pictured below were present. All
of them were students, except Bailly.
With much enthusiasm but little
experience they came to realise they
needed training as they learned that
charity is not merely about giving
‘tickets’ but building relationships with
people in need.
A. Frédéric Ozanam, 20,
B. Jules Davaux, 22,
C. Paul Lamache, 23,
D. Auguste le Taillandier, 22
E. François Lallier, 20,
F. Félix Clavé, 22,
G. Joseph Emmanuel
(President)

Bailly,

42

Their mentor was Sr Rosalie Rendu, a Daughter of Charity who was well known in Paris
at the time for her love and practical support for the poor. Rosalie frequently called
on the first Conference members to “Be kind and love, love is your first gift to the poor”.

Consider this….
Who was your ‘Rosalie Rendu’? Who helped you learn how to approach those we
assist with love and practical support?
4
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(The Rule 2012 Article 2, Part III, p. 56).

A Conference is a group of members who come together to fulfil the Mission of the Society in
accordance with the Rule. A Conference may be established within any community, such as
a parish, town, suburb, school, university, workplace, ethnic or social group. There is a
strong tradition of young people working together in Conferences.
A Council is a body formed for the governance of the Society and is comprised of
representatives of Conferences or other Councils.
A Conference may be established and its scope of activities endorsed by an appropriate
Council. All Conferences must be attached to a Council. After establishment for at least
twelve months, a Conference may apply for aggregation to the International Council General
through National Council.
No work of charity is foreign to the Society.
Conference work includes any form of help that alleviates suffering or deprivation and
promotes human dignity and personal integrity. It includes visiting people in their homes, in
hospitals, institutions or wherever else they may be found needing aid or comfort. Those
who are homeless have a special call on the charity of members.
Conference work is not limited to home visitation and Conference members are encouraged
to participate in any of the various works of the Society.
Visitation or Conference interviews must not be done alone.
Each Conference is to continually evaluate its services to members and the poor and at least
once a year each Conference will submit a report on its activities to the immediate Council to
which it belongs.

Bailly’s wish
Joseph Bailly was
very precise in the
1830s when he
urged his fellow
Conference
members to refrain
from just providing
material
assistance….

“Do not be content to dole out alms. That is a cheap and unwise charity
even if you have wealth. Go and make friends among the poor. Give to
each family what personal help your own better training enables you to
give. In one case the help will be legal, in another, medical. To some
you may judiciously offer practical advice. For others you will procure
work. In all cases help them to help themselves and consider it your
primary duty, whether you take them tickets for food or not, to render
some personal service…” (Joseph Emanuel Bailly).
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Consider this….
How are you as a Conference President, the Joseph Emanuel
Bailly of your day?

This is the National position description for the position of Conference President.
Position title:

Conference President

Reports to:
Positions reporting to
this position:
Primary position
objective:

Regional Council President
Conference Members

Length of Term

“Following Christ’s example, the Presidents at all levels of
The Society endeavour to be servant leaders. They
provide an encouraging atmosphere in which the talents,
capacities and spiritual charisms of the members are
identified, developed and put to the service of the poor or
to the St. Vincent de Paul Society. The President of the
Conference or Council will have special responsibility for
promoting Vincentian spirituality”. (The Rule: 2012 Edition:
Part 1: 3.11)
Up to 4 years

St Vincent de Paul Society
The St Vincent de Paul Society is a lay Catholic organisation operating in 149 countries
and has 950,000 members worldwide. The Society is one of the largest charitable
providers in Australia today, helping people in many areas of need. The Society’s
work is carried out by members, volunteers and a r e l a t i v e l y small number of
professional staff. In Australia there are over a thousand Conferences and
approximately twenty thousand members who assist over two million people annually.
The St Vincent de Paul Society operates a number of Special Works including youth
programs, homelessness services & accommodation, retail, refugee & migrant
support, mental health & food services.
Mission
The Society is a lay Catholic organisation that aspires to live the gospel message by
serving Christ in the poor with love, respect, justice, hope and joy, by working to
shape a more just and compassionate society.
Vision
The St Vincent de Paul Society aspires to be recognised as a caring Catholic charity
offering ‘a hand up’ to people in need. We do this by respecting their dignity, sharing
our hope, and encouraging people to take control of their own destiny.
Our Aspiration
An Australia transformed by compassion and built on justice.
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Our Values
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commitment: Loyalty in service to our mission, vision and values
Respect: Recognising our own value and the value of others
Compassionate: Welcoming and serving all with understanding and without
judgement
Respect: Service to all regardless of creed, ethnic or social background, health,
gender or political opinions
Integrity: Promoting, maintaining and adhering to our mission, vision and values
Empathy: Establishing relationships based on respect, trust, friendship and
perception
Advocacy: Working to transform the causes of poverty and challenging the
cause of human injustice
Courage: Encouraging spiritual growth, welcoming innovation and giving hope
for the future

Duties and Responsibilities
The primary duty of the Conference President is to lead the conference in fulfilling the
Society Mission, Vision and Aspiration. The Conference President is encouraged to do
this by:
Conference Leadership and Management
•
•
•

Being familiar with The Rule and nurturing Conference members discussions
about The Rule in all meetings and activities
Consulting with the Conference to appoint office bearers to share in the
leadership roles of the Conference
Appointing a Spiritual Advisor in accordance with The Rule

•

Ensuring that the Conference complies with all higher council policies,
procedures and guidelines

•

Providing support to the Conference Secretary to maintain accurate and
complete minutes for all Conference meetings

•

Maintaining relevant records of the people assisted by the Conference as
required by State Council Policy

•

Providing monthly and quarterly reports in a timely manner

•

Implementing all actions for the safety of persons being assisted, members,
volunteers and any other person affected by the actions of The Society and its
members as required by WHS legislation, policy and guidelines
7
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•

Promoting and sharing communication from all relevant Society Councils to
Conference members without delay

•

Supporting the Regional Council President and all Regional Council members in
their endeavours and decisions of the Regional, Central, State and National
Councils.

Representation
•

Being an active member of the Regional Council and representing local issues,
needs and concerns at the Regional Council meetings

•

Considering the needs of the Society across the Regional Council or the Society
in Australia more broadly

•

Communicating regularly to the parish and local community about Conference
activities, needs and concerns; seeking ways to involve the parish and the local
community in the work for the Conference.

Recruitment, Formation and Training
•

Actively recruiting new Conference members and carefully considering the
suitability of applicants

•

Maintaining an environment where new members are
welcomed, trained, engaged and respected

•

Ensuring new members complete all paperwork associated with the application
process

•

Encouraging participation in training and spiritual formation activities to deepen
Conference members spirituality, foster their Vincentian vocation and support
them in their work

•

Actively encouraging leadership development in Conference members

•

Developing succession plans for leadership roles within the Conference and
Regional Council

enthusiastically

Society Ethos, Values and Rule
•

At all times conducting oneself in a manner which protects and enhances the
reputation of The Society

•

Never accepting any private benefit and informing the Regional President of any
perception of conflict of interest in writing prior to any decision
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Skills and attributes
For the well-being and effectiveness of the Conference, the Conference President
should be Roman Catholic and have the ability to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Positively and effectively communicate
Create a welcoming and friendly environment
Motivate and encourage others
Delegate to other members
Encourage reflection and faith development of the members
Engage and work with a diverse group of people
Respond to changing needs
Ensure ethical and accountable decisions are made on behalf of the Society
Ensure compliance regarding any legal or Society policies and procedures
Encourage communication with other internal networks and external agencies
where required
Seek assistance and support from Society staff and members on human
resources, financial, and administrative matters where required

Excerpt from the Conference President Skills and Attributes statement (See Appendix
A) https://www.vinnies.org.au/icms_docs/192774_Skills_and_Attributes_of_Conference_Presidents.pdf
“Conference Presidents play an important role in encouraging an atmosphere in
which the talents and capacities of members are supported and everyone is
encouraged to contribute in meaningful ways.”
Procedures for the election of a Conference President may be found in Appendix P.
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Exploring Conference Life
Y chart activity as a group
What does a Conference that is living the Mission of the Society look like in
terms of the following three dimensions of the Society (The Rule, Article 3,
page 58)?
1. Work for the poor (Service)

2. Spiritual development of members (Spirituality)

3. Mutual support, inspiration and Vincentian friendship (Community)

Conference as a community of faith and love
“The members meet as brothers and sisters with Christ in the midst of them, in Conferences
that are genuine communities of faith and love, of prayer and action, spiritual bonds and
friendships between members are essential, as is the common mission to help the poor and
marginalized. The entire Society is a true and unique worldwide community of Vincentian
friends”. (The Rule: 2012 Edition: Part 1: 3.3)
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Consider this….
Look at the ideas we came up with in the Y chart exercise. Name ways that can
nurture each of these elements.

In your Conference is there a dimension you would like to deepen?

How might you go about doing that?

How to use the Y Chart exercise is outlined in Appendix B.
Nurturing Spirituality and community building
Catholic spirituality, firmly based on gospel values is the
foundation of everything the Society stands for: the spiritual
growth of members and the bringing of the love of Christ to the
poor, the marginalised and the victims of injustice. As our
prayers once said, “May we all become a living sign of Your
love.”
For discussion
How might we encourage a deepening and sharing of our
Vincentian Vocation?

Refer to Conferences which Grow, Appendix C
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Creating the Conference Team: Conference Office Bearers
“The Conference President, after consultation with the members of the Conference,
appoints office bearers – at least a Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer – from
among the members to assist the efficient operation of the Conference. The term of
appointment of office bearers is determined by the President and all appointments
cease upon the election of a new President. The President should make appointments
on merit and avoid making appointments which are arbitrary or not consistent with the
best interest of the Conference. The President and the Treasurer must not be
relatives.” (The Rule, 2012: Part 3 Article 6, p. 59).
Spiritual Adviser
The spiritual adviser is a practicing Catholic who engages Vincentians in grounded
faith, living hope and growing in love. This is through the Vincentian spirit of prayer,
reflection, scripture, Catholic Social teachings, a contemporary theology and our Rule.
The Spiritual Adviser listens to the voices which influence the Vincentian spirit;
Blessed Frederic, Blessed Rosalie, Charles O’Neill and patron St Vincent de Paul,
and call people to faithfully live the mission and vision of the Society. A detailed PD is
in Appendix D. Resources for Spiritual Advisers can be found on MAVS
https://mavs.vinnies.org.au/conferences/spirituality/spiritual-adviser-handbook/
Vice President(s)
The Vice President acts on behalf of the President when the President may be
unavailable for Regional/Conference related activities. The Vice President may be
invited to undertake special projects from time to time, such as recruitment.
Secretary
The Conference Secretary takes the minutes, handles inward and outward
correspondence, maintains records and as required may assist with recording the
statistics related to visits and those who are assisted by the Conference. All
Conferences should have a dedicated mailbo x and both the Conference President
and the Secretary to have access it. There is a template in Appendix E for recording
minutes.
Statistics Officer
The Statistics Officer or Data Entry officer may assist the Conference when a client data
base is not used. This role assists Conference members to keep accurate records of
who is being assisted and how. The Statistics Officer also ensures assistance records
are maintained and submitted in a timely fashion and may include:
• Using the Excel spreadsheet provided,
enter data from records of visits provided by
Conference members.
• Keep data in a secure location and
maintain the privacy of records.
• Prepare regular statistics generated from
data recorded and provide to the Conference
President or directly to the statistics
administrator.
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Treasurer
The Conference Treasurer oversees all aspects of Conference financial management
and works closely with the Conference President and members, in collaboration with
support staff to safeguard the Society’s funds utilised by their Conference. The specific
duties include:
Financial accountability:
•
•
•

Assist members to understand and observe all financial policy and procedures,
including how to document financial transactions (e.g. cash, credit card, cheque).
Keep the Conference members up to date regarding available funds and
expenditure.
Protect against fraud and theft and ensure safe custody of money, gift cards, and
any other negotiable resources.

Banking, bookkeeping, and record-keeping:
•
•
•
•

Set up appropriate systems for bookkeeping, payments, lodgments and petty
cash.
Issue receipts for donations made during fundraising
Keep up-to-date records of all transactions
Deposit cash and cheques in bank account and send donation slips to the
Region’s Administration.

Reporting and payments
•
•

•

With the Conference President
authorise payment of bills
Present regular reports on the
Conference`s financial position at the
Conference meeting
Participate in discussions about
financial/in kind support to people
assisted by the Conference

NOTE: These tasks will vary slightly
depending on particular Central Council’s
procedures.

Financial Delegations
All client support expense should be by
agreement of at least two Conference
members. Each Central Council will have specific practices for payments to be followed.
Here is an example of financial delegations and procedures for larger payments.
“Conference Presidents can approve a requisition of a payment to a person we are
assisting by completing a payment voucher/requisition form with supporting documents.
This payment voucher is signed by the President and depending on the amount, may
require the signature of the Conference Treasurer and sent to their Region’s
Administration who organise the payment.”
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THE USE OF MONEY AND PROPERTY FOR THE POOR
“Vincentians should never forget that giving love, talents and time is more important than
giving money. Nevertheless, the Society uses money and property to help relieve the
suffering of those in need. The Society’s funds must be handled with the utmost care,
prudence and generosity Money must not be hoarded. Decisions regarding the use of
money and property are to be made after reflection in the light of the Gospel and
Vincentian principles”. (The Rule: 2012 Edition: Part 1: 3.14)

For larger payments, the Conference President discusses the situation with the Regional
Council President. If the Regional Council President supports the payment, the payment
voucher is prepared and emailed to the Regional Council President who signs/authorises
the voucher and sends to the Region’s Administration.
See Appendix J for a table of the Financial Delegations for Members.
Regional Council Presidents and Conference Presidents receive monthly statements of
expenditure and the Regional Support Coordinator is available to answer any questions
they might have.
There are various practices around the state regarding Conference budgets. It is
essential that all Conferences and Councils promote the responsible use of the Society’s
funds while also recognising there are times when a ‘hand up’ means a substantial
expense. If Conference Presidents have concerns about funding, they are encouraged to
discuss it with their Regional Council President.
Twinning Officer
Twinning is a worldwide program of the Society and enables Councils and Conferences
in more affluent countries to develop a relationship with Vincentian sisters and
brothers in less affluent countries. The three basic elements of Twinning are: prayer,
correspondence and financial/material assistance.
The Conference Twinning Officer assists the Conference to maintain correspondence
with their overseas twins and promotes programs of the Society’s Overseas Partnership
and Development Committee (OPDC), e.g., Assist a Student Program. It is
recommended to write at least 2- 3 times per year.
The Twinning Officer regularly advises
the Central Council Twinning Officer
of the status of correspondence with all
of their overseas twins.
Reasonable t w i n n i n g
communication should be established
within 6 months and should occur at
least twice a year.
If the Australian Conference has not
had contact with their twin for a
minimum period of 12 months the Twinning Officer sends a request for a status
check to the Central Council Twinning Officer. Financial support is maintained through
the status check process and any request for cancellation which may follow.
Generally, this takes at least 15 months.
14
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Australian Conferences entering into a twinning relationship commit to the following:
•
•
•
•

To keep contact with their twin through correspondence.
To develop and maintain a spiritual bond through prayer – praying for the
members of their twinned Conferences, and their works – at Conference
meetings, special Masses and privately.
To make financial grants of $80 AUD per quarter to each active twin. (The
Central Council organises these payments)
Conferences can send additional funds of up to $200 two times per year to
their twins. In this instance, they advise the Central Council finance team
about their desire to do so.

The twinned Conference overseas commits themselves to the reciprocal
correspondence and prayer.
More detail about Overseas Partnership is in Appendix F.
Community Liaison / Local Interagency Representative
A person in the Conference designated to keep the Conference informed of
community initiatives and attend networking events. This is a potential role for the
Social Justice Representative or may be shared with another member.
Conference Social Justice Representative
The Conference Social Justice Representative encourages members to identify,
discuss, and act upon social justice issues through the following activities:
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Champion social justice and
demonstrate the relevance of
social justice in Conference work.
Encourage discussion about giving
a ‘hand up’ and how we can offer it.
Share or report Conference social
justice issues
Attend or delegate attendance at
local interagency meetings to build
relationships and partnerships.
With the assistance of the
Regional Council Social Justice
Rep, take local action such as
organising a social justice event, a table talk or a delegation to raise an issue
with your local MP.
Attend if possible, the Social Justice Forums, webinars and other local
and online social justice events
Build relationships with parish and other local social justice groups
Encourage other members to take an interest in social justice
Maintain regular contact with the Regional and Central Council Social Justice
representatives
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Consider this….
Review these roles. Are there vacancies in your Conference?

Are there other roles that you have or would like to have?

Record an ACTION you will take in delegating roles in your Conference

Communication challenges and opportunities
Instructions were to ‘Build a tree swing’.

16
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3.15 Communication
The vitality of the Society’s network of charity depends on the regular and rapid exchange of
news and information. Such communication broadens the members’ horizons and enhances
the interest of members in the experiences and challenges of their brothers and sisters
throughout the world. The Vincentian response to communication is a willingness to learn
and a desire to help. (The Rule, p. 23)

NSW Publications

National and International

Vision (2x per year)

The Record (quarterly)

Social Justice Newsletter

National Annual Report Reports

Central Council or Regional newsletters

Press releases

NSW Annual Report

International Office E news

What other resources, including online, are you aware of?

Member and Volunteer Support (MAVS)
The MAVS Microsite provides a wealth of
resources, news and updates. Conference
Presidents are encouraged to check it frequently
or request another member of the Conference to
do so and keep members informed of
developments.
To find the site, type mavs.vinnies.org.au into
your internet browser.

Consider this
Strategies I could use to improve communication

17
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Enabling others to GROW
Using a Coaching in problem solving

GROW

Coaching Questions

GROW is a simple method for goal setting or problem solving. Choose the best
questions from all those suggested for the situation you are coaching. This process
may be used on your own to coach yourself, with Conference members to
encourage skill development or with your Conference in a meeting.

Goal
What do you want to
achieve? What is important
to you right now?
What areas do you want to work on?

Reality
Where are you now in relation to your goal?
On a scale of 1 -10, where are you?
What has contributed to your success so far?
What skills/knowledge/attributes do you have?
What is working well right now?

Options
What are your options?
How have you tackled this/ a similar situation
before? What could you do differently?
Who do you know who has encountered a similar situation?

Way forward
Which options work best for you?
What one small step are you going to take now?
What actions will you take? When are you going to
start? Who will help you?
How will you know you have been successful?
On a scale of 1 -10 how committed /motivated are you to doing it?
18
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Practical coaching framework
Here is another set of similar questions to assist you, a Conference
member or your Conference work through a concern, problem or situation
they are facing.

“What will success look like?”
Create a forward thinking focus by getting crystal clear about the goal. If it’s
long-term, what would the first milestone be?
After listening, summarize your understanding of the goal as succinctly as
possible. Confirming or correcting your summary strengthens clarity.

“What’s getting in the way?”
When someone’s feeling stuck, the obstacles are often top of mind. Get
these out of their head by listing the most important ones.

“What helps you get closer?”
Now ask about supports for progress. Make sure you spend as much, or
more, time listing what can bring them closer to their goal.
Your role is to support their thinking, not to identify obstacles or
solutions. Ask about a range of factors, like personal ones, those involving
others, those in the environment, or supports that helped in similar
situations.

“What changes could have the biggest impact?”
Review the lists of obstacles and supports. Ask which two to three
are the strongest. See if they can find any relationships between the
strongest ones. Now they’re prepared to brainstorm changes that can
impact the strongest factors, individually or in aggregate.
Once they have several promising ideas, ask which change they want to
start with and what supports can help.

Source: http://compio.net/using-questions/coaching-approach-problem-solving/
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Section 2 Conference Meetings
Excerpts from The Rule, Part III, Article 3 - Conference Meetings (page 54)
“The Conferences meet regularly,
usually weekly but at least fortnightly. In
exceptional circumstances a Conference
may meet at least monthly, but it is
essential that all three dimensions of the
Society are experienced by the
members. Work for the poor, deprived or
suffering is the first dimension. The
second dimension is the spiritual development of members, and the third dimension
is that of mutual support, inspiration and Vincentian friendship.
The meeting should be imbued with the spirit of charity and the spirituality which
animates the Society. Conference meetings begin and end with the Society prayers,
or other appropriate prayers. A period of spiritual reflection should also be included.
Decisions are taken by consensus
where possible after prayer,
reflection and consultation. The
democratic spirit is fundamental
within the Society and when
necessary a vote may be taken.
Reflection on service is a key
aspect of the Conference meeting.
Members report on their
Vincentian activities and consider
the action taken or to be taken to
further charity and justice.”
Consider This
What is the strength of your Conference Meeting?

What is an aspect of your meeting that you would like to develop or improve?

20
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Sample Conference Meeting Agenda for 30 September at 5:00 pm
Blessed Sacrament Church Meeting Room
See the minutes template in Appendix E to assist in taking minutes.
Agenda
1
Acknowledgement of Country
Welcome and apologies
2
Opening prayers and spiritual reflection

Comments
Conference President
Spiritual Adviser

3

Minutes of meeting on 16 September

Attached

4

Business arising

5

Correspondence

Temporary housing list
Survey to be completed
Secretary

6

Treasurer’s report

Treasurer

7

Visitation overview

Report on visits
Discussion about particular
concerns for people we are
assisting

(a) Calls for assistance
(b) Matthew Talbot
(c) Nursing Home visits
b. Follow up and Next week’s Roster
8

Other Conference Activities
(a) Social Justice Initiatives

Social Justice Officer

(b) Twinning update

Twinning Officer

(c) Recruitment

New Resources available

9

Local resources discussion

Mental Health & Trauma

10

Regional update

Anne

11

General business

All

12
Closing prayers
Sharing Leadership
Some Conferences rotate the person chairing the Conference meeting. This provides
the opportunity for new people to ‘try out’ this leadership role and reinforces the
collaborative nature of the Conference.
Next meeting 14 October at 5pm at Blessed Sacrament Meeting Room
21
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“There are many ways of providing charity…The
assistance of money or the assistance in kind that we
give to the poor will not last long. We must aspire to a
more complete and longer lasting benefit: Study their
abilities, their level of instruction and try to get them work
to help them out of their difficulties…”
- Blessed Rosalie Rendu.
Some questions for general discussion after members have reported on their visits:
•
•
•

What positive changes are being reported? What shifts are occurring?
What vulnerabilities are there?
What are the opportunities for action?

Resources for Providing Support
As demonstrated in the quotes on this page, the intention of Frederic and those who began the
Society was to examine the whole situation of the person being assisted. The Vincentian
Visitation Guidelines (VVG) offer numerous suggestions for doing this. The MAVS Microsite
also provides a range of resources for assisting people. Frequently referring members to these
resources and discussing them in Conference meetings will encourage a broad approach to
assistance. Of particular interest in the VVG may be:
•
•
•
•
•

Pages 12 - 13 Communication and Building Relationships
Pages 14 - 16 Understand and Respect those we visit
Pages 17 – 18 Providing a ‘Hand up’ visits at Conference meetings
Pages 20 - 22 Child safe practices, Conference Practices, Food
Pages 24 – 26 Supportive Practices, Create Guidelines, Share the workload

The Guidelines are available from the Resource Centre and in soft copy on the MAVS microsite:
http://mavs.vinnies.org.au/resources/vincentian-visitation-guidelines/

WE CARE
WE CARE is a person-centred service delivery model that is used by members, volunteers and
staff of the Society to assist people in need. WE CARE enables the Society to give a consistent
experience of support regardless of who assists them or where in NSW they are assisted. The
implementation of WE CARE service delivery model is a strategic priority of the Society for 2020 to
2023. More details can be found on MAVS https://mavs.vinnies.org.au/we-care-2/
See Appendix G for a simple process to debrief a visit or encounter.

Consider this
What practices might you encourage in your Conference meeting and in
members approach to providing assistance?
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After the Visit. What next?
How often does your Conference apply the following practices?

Almost
always

Frequently

Debriefing with another Vincentian is a valuable practice, giving you an opportunity to be
heard, particularly about visits that were difficult.
Record relevant information in in the Visitation notes. Consider what will be helpful for the
next Vincentian visitor to know.
Take relevant information from the visit back to the Conference. Draw on the experience
and knowledge of the other members to explore how else we might assist in this situation.
Remember that the people we have visited are in the care of the whole Conference and
supported by Society structures.
Allow sufficient time in meetings for effective discussion to enable genuine support and
mutual learning from all experiences.
Review visitation practices regularly in your Conference meeting and how best to support
members and the people we assist.
Affirm and support members in their decisions recognising that the assistance given was
based on their assessment of the situation.
It is OK to ask for help! Seek advice from your Regional, Central or State Councils or
support structures if needed.
Consider follow up visits or phone calls regardless of whether people ask for further
material help. Vincentians offer the hand of friendship in a variety of ways. Even just a
simple phone call to see how people are going can make a difference in someone’s life.
Promoting Vincentian spirituality and the fostering a culture that meets the needs and wellbeing of all.
See the Vincentian Visitation Guidelines Pages 16 - 31 for more suggestions about follow up and Conference practices.
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Stages of Group Development
Bruce W Tuckman is a respected educational psychologist who first described four
stages of group development in 1965. Looking at the behaviour of small groups in a
variety of environments, he recognised the distinct phases they go through, and
suggested they need to experience all four stages before they achieve maximum
effectiveness. He refined and developed the model in 1977 (in conjunction with Mary Ann
Jensen) with the addition of a fifth stage.

1. Forming
Members first get together during this stage. Individually, they are considering questions
like, “What am I here for?”, “Who else is here?” and “Who am I comfortable with?” It is
important for members to get involved with each other, including introducing themselves
to each other. Clear and strong leadership is required from the team leader during this
stage to ensure the group members feel the clarity and comfort required to evolve to the
next stage.

2. Storming
During this stage, members are beginning to voice their individual differences, join with
others who share the same beliefs, and jockey for position in the group. Therefore, it is
important for members to continue to be highly involved with each other, including to
voice any concerns in order to feel represented and understood. The team leader should
help members to voice their views, and to achieve consensus (or commonality of views)
about their purpose and priorities.

3. Norming
In this stage, members are beginning to share a common commitment to the purpose of
the group, including to its overall goals and how each of the goals can be achieved. The
team leader should focus on continuing to clarify the roles of each member, and a clear
and workable structure and process for the group to achieve its goals.

4. Performing
In performing stage, the team is working effectively and efficiently toward achieving its
goals. During this stage, the style of leadership becomes more indirect as members take
on stronger participation and involvement in the group process. Ideally, the style includes
helping members to reflect on their experiences and to learn from them.

5. Adjourning or Closing and Celebration
At this stage, it is clear to members that the team has achieved its goals (or a major
milestone along the way toward the goal). It is critical to acknowledge this point in the life
of the team, lest members feel unfulfilled and sceptical about future team efforts.
The first 4 stages are illustrated in the diagram on the next page.
This summary of Tuckman’s stages is written by Carter McNamara, MBA, PhD sourced
from this page: https://managementhelp.org/groups/dynamics-theories.htm
The introduction to this section comes from Chimaera Consulting:
http://www.chimaeraconsulting.com/tuckman.htm
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Consider This
Does this framework provide any insight for you in understanding the
group dynamics of your Conference?
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Decision-Making in Conferences
The Rule 3.10 Democracy

All decisions are made by consensus after the necessary prayer, reflection and
consultation. The democratic spirit is fundamental at all levels of the Society and,
when appropriate, matters are put to a vote.

Meetings of the Conference are held in a spirit of Christian love. Consensus is a
process which seeks the best outcome on which all can agree although it is
sometimes difficult to achieve. Consensus decision making is a process where
everyone works together to achieve a mutually acceptable outcome.
Within this process any member may bring a proposal / idea / recommendation /
suggestion / solution that is discussed and considered. Concerns are raised. Wide
discussion is encouraged. Modifications can be made to the original proposal. The
Conference reaches a decision that is acceptable to all even if there are reservations
or differences of opinion.
Why Consensus?
Consensus is not about unanimous agreement. It is not necessary for every
Conference member to feel that the particular outcome is the one they favour most.
It is important that the members feel that the particular outcome is the best one which
can be reached at that particular time.
Consensus reflects the traditions of inclusivity, respect for each other’s right to hold
differing views and seeking the best direction for the Conference. Because there is no
voting there are no ‘winners and losers’. People can feel a stronger sense of
responsibility for the outcome and commitment to make it work.
The process is an excellent way of ensuring thoroughness in the making of decisions
for the Conference – all the options are covered. While it may take longer than a quick
vote, it is far more reliable as a process to get the best effort from everyone. Everyone
has their say.
Consensus:
a. Consensus requires a commitment to open debate of all aspects of
proposals.
b. After sufficient debate a decision is arrived at where people agree to
support the policy or decision irrespective of their own personal
viewpoints.
c. In cases where the decision or policy is to be disseminated to others
there is a responsibility to support the decision as one made through
consensus.
d. The dissemination/discussion phase is not availed of as an opportunity
to rehearse one’s own, personal, opposition to the policy.
e. Consensus decision or policy making requires leaders to be disciplined
and to transcend their own personal views for the greater good.
See Appendix H for Guidelines on using Consensus and a facilitator guide.
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Model One of the Consensus Process

Model Two of the Consensus Process
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Consensus decision making – six steps in the process
Step 1: Define the Purpose / Problem
This is the most important step in the process. Be prepared to spend up to half of your
meeting time on this step alone.
In this step it is crucial that active listening takes place (you reflect back what is being
said, the other person’s needs) and that you state your own needs in an assertive
manner.
A problem well defined is a problem half solved. Example: if two people need to use a
car at the same time, the use of the car itself is not the problem (it’s a suggested
solution). The problem in this instance is the need for transport. Once you have defined
the problem clearly, many more creative and often better solutions can emerge.
Two questions to ask during this step include: “what do we want to achieve by…” and
“why do we need…”
Step 2: Brainstorm possible initiatives to meet the purpose / solve the problem
- high volume, rapid generation and listing of solutions / ideas
- don’t clarify (this will come later)
- don’t evaluate (this will come later)
- go for crazy ideas!
- expand on each other’s ideas
- list every idea, don’t edit them
- don’t attach a name to the idea
Step 3: Select the initiative / solution (or combination) that everyone agrees on
- clarify some of the brainstormed ideas if needed, just don’t evaluate yet
- everyone gets a chance to nominate which brainstormed ideas they favour
- note which choices are the most common
- jointly decide on one or more brainstormed idea(s)
- consensus decision making: finding ‘a sense in the meeting’, a willingness
to accept the group decision. Consensus is neither compromise or
unanimity – it goes further by ensuring everyone’s best ideas are taken into
account
- once an initiative has been agreed upon, discuss possible consequences
to the idea
Step 4: Complete a new way forward (you may even write an Action Plan)
- work out the nitty gritty of the plan: who is doing what and by when
Step 5: Implement the plan
-

check in with everyone during the implementation of actions. Check people
are on track

Step 6: Evaluate the initiatives and at a later date, how well the initiatives you’ve
worked on meet the purpose of the problem
- this can be incorporated into the Annual Plan and Review for Conferences
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Annual Review
The Annual Review and Plan enables a Conference to review the past year and
consider the year ahead. This Review process has been used by many Conferences
over the past few years and can happen at any time of the year. As the comments below
indicate, members participating report that it is an enriching and helpful process. The
current version is in Appendix I and available on the MAVS microsite:
https://mavs.vinnies.org.au/conferences/conference-forms-and-guidelines/ You will find
it under Operational Documents.

Members of the Marsfield Conference share their experience:
(Pictured below with the facilitator, Kate Scholl)

“We recommend this review process. Members gave a lot of input about the strengths
and potential of our Conference. The whole process was supportive, motivating, and
encouraging. Several new ideas were shared and after discussing our priorities a
group of members put the suggestions into action plans. We believe we have
sufficient points to build a strong framework for the conference's future actions”.

From Gail in Coffs Harbour
When it was first introduced I thought, “Not more paper work!’ But hearing members’
positive response to our strengths/weakness and how we can improve was very
helpful. People appreciated being able to express their concerns and ideas on how to
do things better and members are taking ownership of the action plan we developed.
From Helen in Forbes:
“I found it a truly wonderful both from a personal point of view and as a revitaliser for
the Conference as a whole. It gave an opportunity to build community and share
many new ideas. We discussed how much we had achieved, acknowledged
weaknesses and planned a way forward in line with ‘The Rule’. The process
description was clear and concise and expressed in ‘user friendly’ language.”
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Section 3 Community and Parish Relationships

Retail Shops and Conferences
Vinnies Retail Shops and the people who
work there as employees and volunteers,
make a vital contribution to the work of the
Society. In addition to raising funds,
Vinnies Shops are often the public face of
the Society, dealing directly with
customers, donors and welcoming people
seeking support. Shop personnel are
supported through the Regional Directors
and State Retail team.
Because of its high visibility, people seeking assistance may approach their local
Vinnies Shop or Centre. The Shop personnel assist by directing people to where they
may seek assistance (e.g. A Vinnies Service Centre or Hub) and providing opening
hours. Another practice is to record the person’s name and contact details for the
local Conference to contact them.
Conferences provide access to material goods by giving a voucher for goods redeemable at
the Vinnies Retail stores and shops. These items will be specified and be supplied where
possible by the local shop. Conferences will be informed if goods are unavailable. On
occasion, Conference members sometimes accompany a person they are assisting to the
shop where store personnel may also assist.
Conferences are encouraged to establish good relationships with their local Vinnies. Good
communication and a positive approach will enable the Society to be the welcoming
presence in the local community.
Here are a few actions that
Conference
Presidents
have
initiated to build effective relations
with their local Vinnies:
•

Set up a regular meeting with
the Vinnies manager/
President to discuss matters
of mutual interest and
concern.

•

Hold combined celebrations
such as National Volunteer
Week or Christmas party

•

Be aware of the volunteer needs of the shop and encourage Conference members
to keep an eye out for people who might be encouraged to volunteer.

•

Invite Vinnies personnel to festival days, special celebrations and training.
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•

Consider asking to attend a Vinnies’ staff meeting on occasion and share with them
some of the work of the Conference as well as hear their concerns.

•

Some Retail volunteers report that they don’t know what the Society does so explore
ways you can enable them to be more informed.

•

What else?

Consider This
What might our Conference do to build positive relationships with our
local Vinnies?

Conference Members as Retail Volunteers
Conference members are welcome to work as a V i n n i e s C entre volunteer and a s
a volunteer they come under the direction of the day coordinator or manager and
cooperate with the personnel who supervise the shop or Retail Centre. It is important to
be clear t o t h e i r co l le a g u e s t h a t d uring that time, they are part of the Retail team
and not acting as a Conference member.
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Parish Relationships
The basic operational unit of the St Vincent de Paul Society is the Conference, which in
Australia is usually attached to a Catholic parish. The Parish Conference would always
work in accord with the parish priest and the parish pastoral council.
Developing good communication with the parish priest and other parish personnel will
enable positive and mutually beneficial relationships to develop. Here are a few ideas:
•

Schedule regular conversations with the priest, e.g. monthly, bimonthly.

•

Seek his ideas about how to share with the parish what the Society is doing in
the local community.

•

Discuss with him your Conference activities and seek his thoughts or ideas
about the needs of the community and/or local social justice issues.

•

Make a special occasion to invite the parish priest to your Conference meeting
and hold a conversation about the parish and how the Society contributes to the
life of the parish and how the parish supports the Society’s work.
Case Study on Parish relationships

Mary is a new Conference President for St Hilda’s in a large suburban parish. The parish
has a Parish Pastoral Council, a Social Justice group, P & F, playgroup, Youth group that
meets twice a month and large primary school. The Conference was once 20 members
and full of activity.
Changes in the past 5 years have reduced the Conference member numbers to 11. There
is no interaction with the parish school, no notices in the bulletin, and little interaction with
the parish priest.
The last Winter and Christmas appeals consisted of only displaying the appeal envelopes
at the back of church with a couple of posters.
The Conference was limited in how many Christmas hampers they could distribute last
year because of lack of funds and people to pack and deliver the hampers.
What are the opportunities for this Conference to engage members of this parish?
What specific actions would you recommend?
Be specific in your suggestions
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St Augustine's Mini Vinnies
members share with the members
of the Parish Conference (pictured)
results of their Winter Appeal: care
packs, blankets, beanies and
scarves.

Developing Parish and School connections
•

Report to the Parish Pastoral Council about your activities

•

‘Vinnies Pantry’: Invite parishioners to help you keep your food pantry stocked
and ask them for items for Christmas hampers.

•

Meet with the parish school principal or other school personnel and seek their
ideas about how school students and parents can share and support the work of
your Conference and other Society activities.

•

If you have a Mini Vinnies group in your school, get to know them and invite
them to support the work that you do. Have a joint commissioning service of
Conference members and Mini Vinnies members.

Some examples of Local Community engagement
•

Toongabbie Conference prepared ‘Back to School’ packs with school supplies for
children in their local area.

•

In Coffs Harbour members were advised by a man who was sleeping rough
regarding food parcels for people
who were experiencing
homelessness. The Conference
created a mobile food pack to meet
this particular need.

•

Conferences have approached local
laundromat services to accept our
vouchers for people we assist to
use laundry services.

•

Many Conferences engaged people
in their communities around the
Right to Home Campaign: A Call for Affordable Housing and sought signatures for
the petition to the NSW State Parliament.

•

Conferences look for opportunities to collaborate with local projects and groups.
This may also provide potential Conference recruits as people get to know the work
of members and possibilities for service in their local community.
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Consider This
What are some of the issues in your community that your Conference has
concerns about?

Are there actions you might take as a Conference to address those issues?

Code of Conduct
Like Frederic and his companions when they began the Society, we are guided by our
Christian values and the inspiration of St Vincent de Paul. As a lay Catholic organisation,
our good works are based on an enriching heritage of living our Christian faith in service
of others. The Society’s Code of Conduct is informed by our Mission, Vision, Aspiration
and our Key Values:

The Code of Conduct puts these values into practice. It lays out
shared standards and workplace behaviours that are expected of all
Society members, volunteers and employees in everything we do.
The Code of Conduct reflects our commitment to working together to
promote a professional and accountable work environment that
promotes and emphasises transparency, respect and integrity.
All existing and new members, volunteers and employees are asked
to complete an e-learning or a virtual learning module which presents
the Code of Conduct. More details are on the MAVS microsite:
https://mavs.vinnies.org.au/policies/code-of-conduct-6/
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“Yours must be a work of love, of kindness; you must give your
time, your talents, yourselves. The poor person is a unique person
of God’s fashioning with an inalienable right to respect. You must
not be content with tiding the poor over the poverty crisis: you must
study their condition and the injustices which brought about such
poverty, with the aim of long-term improvement.”
- Blessed Frederic Ozanam

Conflict of Interest
The Conflict of Interest Policy outlines how members, volunteers and employees can
maintain appropriate standards of conduct and protect and enhance the integrity and
reputation of the Society.
A conflict of interest is “a situation in which a person has a private or personal interest
sufficient to appear to influence the objective exercise of his or her official duties...”
The Conflict of Interest Policy assists members, volunteers and employees to decide
whether a conflict of interest exists or creates the perception that one does. The Policy
discusses when interested parties must absent themselves from decision-making.
See Appendix K for a detailed summary of the Conflict of Interest Policy. It includes the
procedure and form for disclosing an interest.

Section 4 Recruiting new members and nurturing all members
Recruitment
Bringing new people into the Conference has so many benefits, including giving people
the opportunity to engage in this most meaningful service. R e v i e w y o u r s e l f e v a l u a t i o n o n t h e s e Conference President d u t i e s :
•

Actively recruiting new Conference members and carefully considering the
suitability of applicants;
•
Maintaining an environment where new members are enthusiastically welcomed,
trained, engaged and respected;
•
Ensuring new members complete all paperwork associated with the application
process.
Recruiting new members is an activity that belongs to all Conference members and
everyone needs to be ready to welcome the potential new members.
See the MAVS site for the most up to date resources for recruiting and registering new
members. https://mavs.vinnies.org.au/resources/recruitment/ Position descriptions for
a Conference member and an Associate member is available on that site and also in
Appendix L and M.
When recruiting new members, refer to the Society’s Safeguarding Children and
Young People Policy which is summarised on page 37.
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Here are a few suggestions to recruit new members:
•
•
•

•
•

Word of mouth and invitations, from members to their non-member friends;
A brief address from the pulpit during Mass – sharing how members assist
people in need, the joy of service, etc.
Letting your desire to recruit new people be known in the wider community.
Promote the opportunities for service with people who are keen to
give back to their local community.
Enlist the support and assistance of Member and Community
Engagement staff in your Region.
Participate in state and regional initiatives for membership growth.

There are many more ideas in the Recruitment Guide (see MAVS) about how to
promote the needs of your Conference.
Group exercise
Refer to the Case Study on page 32 about St Hilda’s. What are some strategies
Mary could consider for recruiting new members?

.

“If we are really called to carry the love of God far and wide, if
we are to inflame the nations with this fire, if we have the
vocation of setting the whole world on fire, if it is so, then how
much I must myself burn with this fire”
--St Vincent de Paul (1581 – 1660).

Consider This
Review your responses to Self-review items 14- 16.
What is a strength you have in these items?

If there is an area you would like to develop, name a first step to go
about that?
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Child Safe Practices
The Society is committed to being a Child Safe
Organisation and has developed a clear,
accountable and transparent Safeguarding
Children and Young People Policy to ensure that it
complies with relevant legislation and that all
children and young people who come into contact
with the Society are kept safe and are supported to
the best of our capacity.
The following is a brief summary of the 2020
Safeguarding Children and Young People
Policy. More details can be found at
https://mavs.vinnies.org.au/safeguarding-children-and-young-people/
•

All Society personnel must report internally any concern about a child or young
person.

•

All Society personnel must have a current Working with Children Check (WWCC)
and National Criminal History Record Check (Police Check).

•

All new personnel will be required to provide two (2) referees and complete an
interview.

•

All Society personnel will be required to complete Child Safe Familiarisation
Training and refresher training every 2 years.

Vinnies Safeguarding Team is available for all Society personnel for information,
advice, or to report concerns. Contact:
•
•

Phone: 1800 4SUPPORT (1800 478 776) (Mon - Fri 9am - 4pm)
Email: childprotection@vinnies.org.au

Section 5 Beyond the Conference
An international organisation
Since its foundation in Paris in 1833 by a small
group of students led by Frederic Ozanam, the
Society expanded quickly across Europe and
beyond the continent. From a handful of students,
it increased to one hundred members in a few
months, and the first Conferences were created in
other main cities in France. In the years following,
the Society developed rapidly in Europe and
worldwide. In 1853, the year of the death of
Frederic Ozanam, the Society was present in 29
countries.
Renato Lima de Oliveira,
International Council -General President
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Worldwide Presence of the Society
Today, the Society of Saint Vincent de Paul is present in 150 countries. It has 800,000
active members grouped into 47,000 Conferences and 1.5 million volunteers and
collaborators. It helps more than 30 million people around the world every day.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Europe: 7334 conferences in 30 countries
Asia:
7463 conferences in 24 countries
America: 23 377 conferences in 34 countries
Oceania: 1359 conferences in 9 countries
Africa:
5104 conferences in 43 countries
Brazil:
17,166 conferences and 250,000 members

An interactive map of the Society’s presence worldwide is available on the international
website: https://www.ssvpglobal.org/where-we-are/

There are numerous resources available to connect members with the Society worldwide
https://www.ssvpglobal.org/en/
http://famvin.org

Claire Victory, Australian National Council President
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A company limited by guarantee has been established and is owned by the State Council who are
referred to as ‘Company Member Directors’ in its constitution which quotes The Rule in its
description of how it operates. State Council members in the company appoint the Board of
Directors (including 6 Company Members) to manage the company. The Company is listed with
ACNC and the Constitution is available through the ACNC website. ACNC SVdP Society NSW
Internationally, the Society is united in its spirituality and structure through the International
Confederation of the Society. The supreme democratic body of the Confederation is the CouncilGeneral, which meets in ordinary or extraordinary Assembly in Paris, led the President-General.
Within Australia, the St Vincent de Paul Society NSW is one of many self-governing bodies
established in each state and territory under the leadership of the state or territory council. The
operations of the state/territory councils are coordinated through the Australian National Council
whose president is a member of the Council-General. The presidents of all state and territory
councils are all members of the Australian National Council.
The State Council includes all of the 10 Central Council Presidents, elected by their Regional
Council Presidents.
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Snapshot St Vincent de Paul Society Central Councils NSW

From the 2018-19 Annual Report
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Excerpts from Articles 9 and 10, Part 3 of The Rule
“Councils are formed to provide a link between Conferences and Councils and between Councils
at different levels. They facilitate joint action and communication and provide resources to assist
the effective, efficient and appropriate working of Conferences and Councils.
A decision of a State or Territory Council is binding upon all of the Councils and Conferences
within that State or Territory. A decision of a Central Council is binding on all Regional Councils
and Conferences that comprise the Central Council.
Council meetings provide the forum for Conferences and Councils to report on their activities,
discuss matters of common concern and make decisions on action to be taken.
Decisions are taken by consensus, where possible after prayer, reflection and consultation. The
democratic spirit is fundamental within the Society and when necessary a vote may be taken.
If members of the Council who are representing a subsidiary Conference or Council cannot attend
a Council meeting, they should be represented by a person who is a member of the Conference
or Council being represented. The representative will have the same rights and responsibilities as
the member they represent.
Each Council is to continually evaluate its services to members and those in need and at least
once a year submit a report on its activities to the immediate Council to which it belongs.”

Participating in Regional Council
Conference Presidents are part of the Regional Council which meets regularly, led by the
Regional Council President. Conferences make regular reports their Regional Council.
What enables purposeful Regional Council meetings?
•

Prepared and distributed Conference Reports ahead of the meeting. Two different
models for a Conference report are in Appendix N and Appendix O is an annual
report model.

•

Notes taken and shared with your Conference about the news from the Regional
Council.

•

Having the opportunity to share concerns and initiatives with one another, hearing one
another’s perspective, and providing support.

•

Members invited from the local area to attend the Regional Council meetings.
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Consider This
What do you value about your Regional Council meetings?

Refer to your self-review, items 9-12. Are there actions you want to take
to develop your capacity in these areas?

Learn More
Member and Volunteer Microsite Mavs.vinnies.org.au
Leading a Group discussion
http://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/leadership/group-facilitation/group-discussions/main
Styles of Leadership
http://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/leadership/leadership-ideas/leadership-styles/main
Models of Group Development
http://www.chimaeraconsulting.com/models.htm

“There are two reasons why we join together … Number
one is, that by drawing closer to the poor, we draw closer
to God …My second reason is, that our membership in
such a union will bear silent and humble witness to the
faith that is in us…”
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